in anger that if Desdemona's bewitchment-as he construes it-is to be permitted, then "Bond-slaves and pagans shall our statesmen be" (I.ii.99). Othello is of course neither a slave (although, as he tells us, he had once been one) nor a pagan, but Brabantio projects both roles onto the general, referring also to the "sooty bosom / Of such a thing as thou" (I.ii.70-71).
This racism makes no impact upon the Venetian court as a whole. Even where Brabantio is concerned, although Iago and Roderigo successfully manage to expose an element of hidden racism, the father's grief is mixed. His problem is as much to come to an understanding of the fact of his daughter's disobedience as it is to cope with his misgivings about his son-in-law's color. The immense authority that parents claimed during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries explains at least a part of the father's rage. When he is told of his daughter's elopement, Brabantio's first cry is, "Fathers, from hence trust not your daughters' minds" (I.i.170), and his insistence that the marriage goes against nature at least includes the suggestion that the unnaturalness lies in part in the flouting of loyalty. Certainly, Desdemona, when called upon for an explanation, offers one that deals with the issue of parental authority (I.iii. 180-89). Brabantio's final expression of grief communicates anger at her deception and betrayal rather than at the "inter-racial" nature of his daughter's marriage:
Look to her, Moor, if thou hast eyes to see; She has deceiv'd her father, and may thee. (I.iii.292-93)
The Venetian court ignores the racism implicit or explicit in Brabantio's remarks; they have, after all, elected Othello general and he is, as we learn later in the play, esteemed by them as the "noble Moor" whom they consider "all in all sufficient" (IV.i.265). Certain critics argue that it is only the imminent crisis with the Turks that determines their restraint in the accusation brought against Othello. However, although the emergency clearly dominates their thinking, as would be the case for rulers of any state under threat, no evidence emerges in the detail of the language to suggest that they share a hidden racist disapprobation of Othello. Brabantio's initial accusation, with its racist asides, might well have been taken up by one with racist predilections; instead, the Duke asks only for concrete proof to replace the "thin habits and poor likelihoods / Of modern seeming" which "do prefer against him" (I.iii. 108-9). The first senator attempts, it is true, to ascertain whether Othello did "by indirect and forced courses / Subdue and poison this young maid's affections" (I.iii.111-12), but, even before the evidence has been fully heard, he also acknowledges, in a way that negates any suggestion of racism, that the relationship between Othello and Desdemona might well be based upon "request, and such fair question / As soul to soul affordeth" (I.iii.113-14). When, finally, the truth has been heard, the Duke responds, "I think this tale would win my daughter too" (I.iii.171), and his ensuing attempt to console Brabantio-although it obviously suggests, in its platitudinous ring, a desire to move on to the emergency facing Venice-argues for reconciliation and acceptance. l Furthermore, the racism displayed by Iago, Roderigo, and, in his uglier moments, Brabantio, contrasts with others in Othello. Cassio, the Florentine, clearly loves and respects his general; deprived of office by Othello, he does not resort to the resentment that characterizes the response of the ensign who considers he has been passed over. Yearning only to win again his superior's favor, Cassio blames himself: I will rather sue to be despis'd than to deceive so good a commander with so slight, so drunken, and so indiscreet an officer.
(II.iii.277-79) And Desdemona, also like Iago a Venetian, not only loves Othello but remains consistently in love with him throughout the play, never, despite that to which she is subjected, impugning either that love or her husband.12 Nevertheless, at times in the play speakers besides Iago, Roderigo, and Brabantio appear to refer to or to draw upon racist discourse. These include the Duke, Desdemona, and even Othello himself. Before examining such remarks, however, it is necessary for us to consider the overall presentation of Iago and Othello in the text.
III
Winthrop Jordan argues that Othello loses most of its power and several of its central points "if it is read with the assumption that because the black man was the hero English audiences were indifferent to his blackness. Shakespeare was writing both about and to his countrymen's feelings concerning physical distinctions between peoples. . . ."3 The observation is an important one. Shakespeare is writing about color prejudice and, further, is working consciously against the color prejudice reflected in the language of Iago, Roderigo, and Brabantio. He in fact reverses the associations attached to the colors white and black that are the consequence of racist stereotyping. It is Iago, the white man, who is portrayed as amoral and anti-Christian, essentially savage towards that which he envies or resents, and cynical in his attitude to love-for him "merely a lust of the blood and a permission of the will" (I.iii.334-35).
Iago's tendencies are exposed to the audience from the start. In reacting to his own failure to secure promotion he attacks both the system that he serves and the man who has won the position he coveted. He voices the time-serving bureaucrat's objection that promotion goes not by the "old gradation, where each second / Stood heir to th' first" (I.i.37-38) and denigrates the abilities of his successful rival as "Mere prattle, without practice" (I.i.26). Moreover the viciousness in Iago's seething resentment at having to remain in a condition of subordination, his restless barrack-room malice, flashes out in his cynicism towards Cassio and in his dislike of the alien implicit in his reference to his rival as "a Florentine" (I.i.20). Iago's scorn for social bonds or any concept of duty, his assertion, "Not I for love and duty, / But seeming so, for my peculiar end" (I.i.59-60), identifies his ruthless hypocrisy and self-interest.
12 This is not to claim an infallible Desdemona. Jane Adamson, "Othello" as tragedy: some problems of judgment andfeeling (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1980), pp. 214-63, identifies the extent to which Desdemona's own misunderstanding of her husband and her misjudgment of the situation helps to compound the errors in which all become embroiled. One of the best articles on the quality of the relationship between Desdemona and Othello, and lucid and helpful in many other ways too, is G. M. Othello is about love and also about its absence. Iago, in rejecting a social conscience, eschews Christian values asserting the importance of a positive and loving commitment to one's fellows and one's society. Moreover, the consequences of lago's rejection of communication and commitment extend beyond mere escape from the inevitable vulnerability and risk that the action of love to a degree always involves. Iago also loses the capacity to comprehend love. The irony in his racist brooding-especially in his soliloquies about Othello's alleged sexual license-is that his own mechanistic and cynical view of love (as he outlines it at the conclusion of Act I, and as he claims it for the Venetians), approximates closely the penchant for lust of which black men were accused in racist accounts. Perhaps nowhere else in drama is Jordan's point about the Elizabethan faculty for projection onto the other so well illustrated as in lago's imaginings about Othello's alleged promiscuity.
On on the contrary, "to take away and to cut off putrified and corrupt members from the whole body, lest they poison and destroy the body, is the law of love." When Christian magistrates leave adultery unpunished, they invite more betrayals and risk the ruin of the realm ... 16
The moral laxity at the court of King James, too, perturbed commentators, one of whom wrote of the holy state of matrimony perfidiously broken and amongst many made but a May-game . . . and even great personages prostituting their bodies to the intent to satisfy and consume their substance in lascivious appetites of all sorts.17
Othello's detestation of adultery sets him amongst the moralists, at the opposite pole from Iago's savage cynicism about sex and love.
Furthermore, Othello's sense of honor is intimately bound up with his belief in justice, evident in the first act not only in the context of his knowledge of the service he has done Venice, which will "out-tongue" Brabantio's complaints (I.ii.19), but also in his confidence that the evidence he offers will exonerate him. In Act II he dismisses his own appointee when the evidence convicts him, despite his personal love for Cassio, and in Acts III, IV, and V he applies judicial procedures in an attempt to handle the crisis into which he is plunged. His suicide is also for him an act of justice in which he provides for himself suitable punishment for what he now understands to have been the murder of his own wife.
In his presentation of Othello, then, Shakespeare appears concerned to separate his hero from the fiction that the racist associations attached to his color allege. We may recall here that Ernest Jones cites instances from Shakespeare's earlier work to maintain that, although Shakespeare may have begun with un- There is, admittedly, residual racism in such writing: the color black still attaches to the concept of evil. Nevertheless a separation of the sign black from the essential goodness or evil of human beings also takes place.
IV
It is partly in such contexts that we need to consider certain remarks made by Desdemona, the Duke, and even Othello himself. In some lines, the characters speak in ways that appear to acknowledge the currents of racism in Shakespeare's day; further, they speak in ways that play off their actual responses towards each other against awareness-which it is impossible in terms of literary tradition easily to escape-of current or traditional attachment of ( The word "form" in the OED has as its sense not only "A body considered in respect to its outward shape and appearance" but also "manner, method, way, fashion (of doing anything)" (first citation 1297 As soldier as well as "stranger" Othello is well aware of the difference in behavior between himself and the "wealthy curled darlings" (I.ii.68) of whom Brabantio speaks.
Nevertheless the possibility or danger of racism, which Iago in this exchange attempts to convert into "fact," occasionally surfaces elsewhere in the language of the Othello who was once a slave. Thus at III.iii.189 he reflects "For she had eyes, and chose me." Endeavoring to dismiss lago's hints that he might have cause for jealousy, Othello recalls that as suitor he was one of presumably a number of wooers Desdemona might have chosen and sets against an assumed deficiency of merit the fact that Desdemona preferred him. However his words give at least partial credence to the racist fictions Iago attempts to encourage, to the possibility that Desdemona herself incorporates in her "revolt" an element of racism. Such anxiety about the possibility of racism, when it surfaces, remains occasional; inevitably ambiguous, and only one element in the unfolding of Othello's crisis. V Despite Shakespeare's separation of the "real" Othello from the racist fictions associated with his color, the fact remains that in Act V Othello smothers or strangles his wife. How are we to take this image of violence? Or, to put the question differently, what is the reality that lies behind his action, the appearance of which-in its collocation of violence with a certain color-has been so inviting to racist interpreters of the play? Such powers, the play continually asseverates, are denied to human beings. The final image of a black man stifling or strangling a white woman, it might be argued, deliberately courts a racist impulse, which we know was likely to have been present in certain members of Shakespeare's first audiences. But it does so only to explode any such response. The play, before this moment, has presented multiple acknowledgments of the different factors that vitiate any hope of perfect perception or judgment in a postparadisal world. I have already noted that color, as surface indicator of identity, is shown to be totally inadequate. Again, from the start of the play, in the extended exposure he gives to Iago, together with his presentation of the ensign throughout, Shakespeare concentrates on the problem of the inevitable vulnerability of human judgment to hidden malice. Moreover, in the various "trial scenes" in the play, Shakespeare demonstrates the extent to which the judicial process itself is subject to abuse because of the unreliability of testimony. These issues underlie the portrayal of Othello's dilemma and they help to register a human problem that is most intensely and painfully presented in that final image of suffocation. When Shakespeare makes the audience Iago's confidant at the play's beginning, he endows the audience with a position of omniscience that no member of that audience outside the theatre can possess-and that the members of the Othello world cannot possess either. The audience is invited to realize, accordingly, the danger of concealed antisocial behavior and, too, its power, for Shakespeare also bestows upon Iago 'the greatest reputation of anyone in the play for honesty. Paul A. Jorgensen has stressed the frequency with which the word "honest" is appended to Iago's name and he has also suggested that Iago's official function as ensign may have been to expose knaves.21 Again, the fact that Cassio and Desdemona, as well as Othello, trust Iago cannot be overemphasized. None has the god-like vision-the lack of which Emilia lamentsthat would enable him or her to penetrate the surface honesty of Iago to discover the reality. Thus Cassio, dismissed from office largely as a result of Iago's skillfully devious manipulation, turns nevertheless to the "honest" ensign for advice. And Desdemona, in her hour of greatest need, which also results from the work of Iago, kneels to the "honest" friend of her husband to beg for help. One of the most strident accusations against Othello has been that he is too gullible, but granted the care with which Shakespeare emphasizes, in his presentation of Iago, the potency as well as the effectiveness of concealed malice, Othello's only protection against his ensign would be extra-human powers of perception-an X-ray vision granted to no person.
Through 
SHAKESPEARE QUARTERLY
folly, and if by conference and counsell with learned men, religiously and industriously exercised in judging those affairs, there bee justly deemed no deception of sense, mistaking of reason or imagination, I see no true cause, why it should deserve an Ignoramous, or not be reputed a True bill, worthy to be inquired, as a case fit and mature for the same due triall.25
The concern with justice in Othello clearly relates to these issues. It may be remarked that where doubt about any situation arises the only way in which society may attempt to ascertain the truth after the event is through the process of law. The series of "trial scenes" that, critics have noted, take place in Othello all depend in the main upon testimony. Moreover, the first of these "trial scenes" centers specifically upon the charge of witchcraft.
Brabantio maintains that Desdemona "Sans witchcraft" (I.iii.64) could not have chosen Othello-a fact of which Iago is not slow to remind his general (III. iii.211). Furthermore, Othello himself, during his account of the courtship, explicitly dismisses the charge of witchcraft (I.iii. 169). Othello and Desdemona offer reliable testimony in this scene and the general is "acquitted." In this scene and those that follow, the debate about the judicial process and the complexities associated with reliance upon testimony must certainly have been evoked for those members of Shakespeare's first audiences interested in the law. In the two subsequent "trial scenes," Iago is chief witness against Cassio and then Desdemona; not only his false testimony but his opportunistic exploitation of various situations prove crucial. Shakespeare emphasizes too that the problem posed for the judicial system by the potential unreliability of testimony is not reducible to explanations of extra-human (satanic) propensities for evil. Thus Shakespeare lets Iago boast to his audience that his fabrication of evidence or his alert opportunism, which subverts the law, results from the application of intellect, partly from what Greenblatt has identified as his talent for "improvisation": Thou know'st we work by wit, and not witchcraft, And wit depends on dilatory time.
Does't not go well? (II.iii.372-74)26
The final "trial scene" in Act V results from the successful abuse of justice which occurs in Acts II and III. The guilty man in that scene is Othello, the one who has cared most about morality and justice during the play. This posits a skeptical and troubled view of the efficacy of the process of justice as an instrument to achieve the ordered identification and administration of the right and the good. The implications about the inadequacy of the judicial systemthe susceptibility of legal processes to deception and manipulation-remain at the close of the play.
What is Othello to do when his trusted friend, the Iago who also has an impeccable reputation for honesty in his society, tells him that his wife is an adulteress? In the increasing conflict that Othello experiences after Iago has alleged the adultery of Desdemona, Shakespeare presents in its most acute form the problem of human perspicacity and its limitations-posed in both the personal and the public or legal contexts in the first two acts. For Othello, as Christian commander of Cyprus, the sanctity of his marriage, the defense of the island, and the maintenance of order are inextricably linked. Just as he will not earlier be seen to neglect his public role because of his private marriage to Desdemona, he cannot prevent the dishonor he imagines to exist in his private life from permeating his whole existence. Yet his most trusted source has identified Desdemona for him as an adulteress. The evidence Othello receives continually fails to satisfy him for, as Nowottny also points out, what he wishes to discover is Desdemona's innocence. Moreover, the great truth underlying Othello's violence in all this is clear: it has been precipitated not by any innate barbarism of his own but by the barbarism of Iago. The one thing his violence confirms is that if nobility and valor, like depravity and cowardice, are not the monopoly of any color, then neither is the angry destructiveness that is born of hurt and betrayal.
Othello, Desdemona, and Cassio seek only love and honor in the play. The horror of Act V results partly from the fact that, even as Othello kills Desdemona, he still loves her, whilst Desdemona's love, too, remains constantin dying she blames no one but herself. Othello's language in that final scene, often commented on, shows, side by side with his agonized awareness of the light he is to extinguish, his concern for release, for justice and punishment, his painful, enduring sense of love which ensures that Desdemona, as Christian, be permitted to confess-not merely to confirm her guilt but also to ensure her salvation.
It may be true that Othello does acknowledge at its end that antisocial and destructive members of society such as Iago have no more control over their imperfect visions of the world and their actions than anyone else. lago, despite his attempts at secrecy, finds himself exposed. But the justice of his undoing means far less than the errors of those who in the play are good. Their fates result from the danger of language which, because of its opacity, may lend itself to distortion. The inevitable limitations of human judgment, furthermore, make error possible, rendering the good and the just inescapably prey to the actively evil and malign.28 VI South African critics generally avoid Othello; when they do write about it they hardly touch upon its concern with color, and seek refuge instead in a focus upon idealist abstractions or upon interiority. Thus one critic sees the play as a "tragedy of love overcome by cynicism"-Othello, only briefly referred to in this article, has a "magic" love whereas Desdemona's love is superior, suggesting something "more mature, a human grace humanly worn, not supernatural" and she manifests throughout the play "integrity" and "higher possession of self."29 And another critic, claiming that the play offers a "demonstration of one of the frightening possibilities of human love" observes that "for Shakespeare, as for any literary artist, the story is clearly partly an artifice-not a realistic account of the way human events would be likely to turn out in everyday life, but a convincing image of the way things might essentially be: an image created in the process of distilling an insight into, or a revelation of, human nature." 30 Such emphases-upon the essence of love itself (with Othello inevitably coming out second best)-or upon the "truths" of human nature, in the South African situation, encourages, by a process of omission and avoidance, continuing submission to the prevailing social order. That in the play which challenges existing relations of domination and subordination-the play's concern with the unreliability of racist stereotyping, the 28 The natural vulnerability of goodness to hidden malice is underlined as a central concern in the play in the account of Desdemona's escape from the storm, when difficulties in human interaction, the limitations (rather than the essence) of justice and human judgment-remains ignored.31 It is important to recognize too that this practice in South African criticism of the play offers, inevitably, a narrow and attenuated version of certain European and American perspectives. Moreover, in these approaches as well dangerous ambiguities may be detected which perhaps ought not to be fleetingly noted in passing (with superior amusement) but more directly addressed.32 Such approaches tend to ignore the play's concern with the tragic problems attendant upon human judgment and perception. They choose instead to focus, often obsessively, upon Othello himself. Whilst Bradleyan notions encourage this tendency, it is difficult in most cases to avoid the conclusion that, finally, the attribution to Othello of certain characteristics on the basis of his color provides the springboard for the ensuing interpretations. And such criticism often includes not only a series of personal attacks upon Othello's nature, it also infers or implies reservations about his adequacy. F. R. Leavis's somewhat notorious essay on Othello provides an example.33 In the course of presenting his case against Bradley's view of Othello as a "nearly faultless hero whose strength and virtue are turned against him" (p. 137), Leavis lets slip some singular observations. For instance, discussing Othello's marriage to Desdemona, he comments that "his colour, whether or not 'colourfeeling' existed among the Elizabethans, we are certainly to take as emphasizing the disparity of the match" (p. 142, my italics). This insistence on Othello's blackness as a sign of the "disparity" in the marriage is accompanied later by another, at best ambiguous, remark that, under Iago's pressure, "Othello's inner timbers begin to part at once, the stuff of which he is made begins at once to deteriorate and show itself unfit" (p. 144, my italics). Moreover, despite his apparently sarcastic reference to Othello's relatively mature age when he writes of the "trials facing him now that he has married this Venetian girl with whom he's 'in love' so imaginatively (we're told) as to outdo Romeo and who is so many years younger than himself" (p. 142), Leavis still manages, later in the argument, to find Othello guilty of "self-centered and self-regarding satisfactions-pride, sensual possessiveness, appetite," and "strong sensuality with ugly vindictive jealousy." These defects are compounded with a series of other telling weaknesses: "an obtuse and brutal egotism," "ferocious stupidity," and an "insane and self-deceiving passion" (pp. 145-47). Earlier in the century T. S. Eliot accused Othello of lack of insight when he asserted that he had "never read a more terrible exposure of human weakness . . . than the last great speech of Othello," where the hero could be seen to be "cheering himself 31 I have explored another, equally important dimension to the play in "Civility and the English Colonial Enterprise: Notes on Shakespeare's Othello," Literature in South Africa Today, Theoria Special Issue, 68 (December 1986), 1-14. 32 We may recall here the observation of Charles Husband, the social psychologist, that "it is the deterministic association of category of person with type of behaviour that is at the core of race thinking":
[R]acism refers to a system of beliefs held by the members of one group which serve to identify and set apart the members of another group who are assigned to a "race" category on the basis of some biological or other invariable, "natural seeming" characteristic which they are believed to possess, membership of this category then being sufficient to attribute other fixed characteristics to all assigned to it. The preference for the Ridley text in South African universities is unlikely to be purely coincidental. Interestingly, however, at secondary level, where South African students are exposed to little more than the text itself, Othello is rarely taught. The South African educative authorities clearly sense something in the play itself sufficiently inimical to racist ideology and practice to discourage its use in high schools.
More recently than Ridley, Laurence Lerner, in arguing that we should not "sentimentalise" Othello, participates in the tradition of criticism developed by Eliot and Leavis.41 We may be certain that, as an ex-South African, Professor Lerner eschews racism of any kind and his article presumably attempts to avoid not merely overt racism but the covert inverted racism that might be detected in an unsubstantiated overeager defense of Othello. But having respectfully quoted both Eliot and Leavis, he cannot-whatever we may wish to speculate about his motives and however generous we need to be towards themfor long remain on the sidelines. Lerner presents Othello as an amalgam of the noble and the jealous, the soldier and the fool, the Christian and the barbarian who is reduced to "stammering bestiality" in the course of the play (p. 352). There is, however, no need to linger over the ambiguous comments that punctuate his article, for its tenor becomes clear towards the end- certain associations attached to the colors black and white in literary and iconographic tradition appear to have remained embedded in, and affected the attitudes of, twentieth-century critics towards the dramatic characters in Othello. Lerner's observation-
